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Bold series by blackberry is doing exceptionally well in the market, day by day it is getting much
required design facelift with the additional power beneath the hood. The series covers an exclusive
range of phone; some of them are being discussed below. Starting from the Blackberry bold 9000,
this is a phone that holds up lots of promises. It is a GSM Candy Bar mobile that has got a big list of
features. The price at which it is available is pretty optimal. The bright smartphone has got elegant
designing in addition to the features and the host of highly developed functionalities. The black
peripheral and complicated satin chrome cease compose it a dazzling adding up to the commercial
way of life.

This impressive smartphone is completely loaded with great features such as email, Internet
connectivity and IM; therefore you can be connected every time. The inbuilt camera with the option
of the video recording, one is free to click the lifeâ€™s preeminent moments. Phone utilizes HSDPA
network giving out the benefit of the faster speeds. In addition, with the 624 MHz processor, the
phone is very much competent of multitasking alongside with precedence to tone and facts services
concurrently. The extensive variety of amusement by means of on-board multimedia facilities the
phone is the must buy. One can confine the pictures with using the 2 MP cameras, there is also
facilitated zooming & flash, have fun with the images & videos, put up favorite songs playlists, sort
out multimedia files.

Blackberry bold 9790m is in a way similar to the other models, having the complete QWERTY
keypad the phone has got the faster processor. The light weight phone has got the screen of about
2.4inch that provides the resolution of 480x360. The screen is clear, crisp and sharp. Similar to the
Curve 8520, the latest phone has the responsive visual track pad not as much prone to unconscious
failure. The keypad is narrower but usable with the moulded keys it has got, and there have been
excellent feedback being received.

Blackberry bold 9900 Has been lifted bit up in comparison to the other Bold mobile phones. It
appears broader when hold in hands and has been surrounded carefully by a stylish metal band.
With the dimension of 115 x 66 x 10.5mm; the phone has come out to be quite impressive, it feels
true in hand. The thickness it has been provided shows BlackBerry keyboard to be natural, itâ€™s quite
comfortable at typing with single hand or two. The weight of around 130g is not at all bad. Keyboard
is softer in contrast to the phone that has been launched previously; the credit goes to the wider
frame, the entry of the text is fast and fluid.
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